
Security & Safety Procedures



"Sheremetyevo-cargo" is one of the largest air cargo terminals in 

Russia. The company works for more than 30 years. 

"Sheremetyevo-Cargo" is the most high-tech ground handler in 

the Moscow aviation hub. 
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"Sheremetyevo-Cargo" has a wide experience 

of handling valuable goods. 

☐ Handling of valuable cargoes is done under 
separate technology independently of the main 
cargo flow. Warehouse of valuable goods is an 
isolated room with safe storage. In addition to its 
own protection system the warehouse is 
equipped with police alarm system.

☐ The warehouse is equipped with the most 
modern equipment and control systems, as well 
as gas fire suppression system.

☐ For 28 years there has been no cases of loss of 

valuable cargo by the fault of "Sheremetyevo-
Cargo" 



Our goal is to provide handling service in the shortest time, ensuring 

high quality service and 100% cargo safety

Planning works on the basis of 

preliminary information received 

from the airline and clients

Monitoring the location of the 

transport, delivering cargo via GPS

Monitoring of cargo at all stages of 

handling, including video control

Work with the cargo is carried out 

only by reliable staff, unauthorized 

persons have no access to cargo



All information about arriving valuable goods 

comes to operations control department from 

the airline

The aircraft unloading, calculating the number 

of pieces, inspection of packaging and 

sealing, delivery of cargo to the warehouse is 

performed under the control of security staff

In case of violations or discrepancies we make 

photo and video of the damages of the package, 

notify the police

Valuable cargo is delivered to the 

aircraft in a truck, equipped with a 

dashboard camera, under the protection of 

the aviation security staff

Aircraft loading is performed under control of 

the airline and security staff

Cargo handling control is carried out till the 

actual departure of the aircraft



Access to the warehouse is 

provided on the basis of biometric 

data of employees (fingerprints and 

iris images) and electronic personal 

passes

The start and ending time of all 

operations with the goods and 

documents are registered in system

Weighing of cargo is made on the highly 

accurate scales, the weight is 

photographed and automatically 

transmitted to the information system

All operations with the goods, including 

inspection and customs control, carried 

out directly at valuable warehouse

Warehouse work is controlled by 

own aviation security service of 

“Sheremetyevo-Cargo” 

Technological stages of handling are 

registered in the system using the 

barcoded labels



Digital video surveillance system of the company 

includes more than 600 cameras. Surveillance video 

records from the valuable warehouse are kept at least 

30 days.

This device allows to monitor the handling process 

online and record video in HD quality.

We also use video recorders mounted on equipment. For 

example, this camera records the process of loading 

(unloading) of cargo to /from the BULK compartment of 

the aircraft.



Video cameras at the warehouse Security control center



Separate zones. Sealed storage 

containers.



Delivery of cargo to Sheremetyevo on 

flights of more than 30 airlines from 

around the world 

Attention to the customer’s needs 

and details of service, readiness to 

comply with additional customer 

requirements 

Step-by-step management of all 

operations

Certified and trained staff with average 

work experience of 12 years

Flexible rates policy, the cost of 

services depends on the volume of 

cargo 

The terminal is located closely to the 

aircraft parking places 







Choosing us you get a guarantee of quality 

services. 
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